RICHMOND TIMES-DISPATCH

SENATORS TO TAKE UP COVENANT AND PEACE PACT TODAY

Foreign Relations Committee Will Meet and Discuss Clause.

ORDER TRADING RESUMED IN RHINELAND REGION

The Rhineland region has been ordered trading resumed.

RAILROADS TO LEVY INCREASED TARIFFS

Executives Say Further Tax Is Necessary to Sustain Escapes Receiverships.

DEMAND 25 PER CENT

Former Advances Have Failed to Absorb Heavy Operating Costs Due to War Prices.

INCREASES ARE GRANTED COASTWISE EMPLOYEES

The coastwise employees have been granted an increase.

SECRET PAPERS

Lodge asks for documents of agreement between Japan and Germany.

INCREASES IN WAGES EXPECTED TO END STRIKE OF SHIPBUILDERS

The strike of shipbuilders is expected to end with increases in wages.

DECREASE IN FREIGHT RATES

The freight rates have been decreased.

WISCONSIN ORDER FOR SPECIES EXCUSES RECEIVERSHIP

The Wisconsin order for species excuses receivership.

MARTIAL LAW REGINS AFTER RACE TROUBLE IN TEXAS COMMUNITY

The martial law has been instituted.

U.S. HOPE TO SAVE FIRST CONFEDERATE WHITE HOUSE

The U.S. hopes to save the first Confederate White House.

GOVERNMENT INVESTIGATES DEATH OF SERVICE AGENT

The government is investigating the death of a service agent.

ITALIAN PRINCE COMING

The Italian prince is coming.

MASCOT MAKES TRIP BACK TO UNITED STATES

The mascot makes a trip back to the United States.

BELA KUN GETS NOTE

Bela Kun gets a note.

R-34 ARRIVES IN ENGLAND

First 800 miles of flight fastest of overseas trip.

FIRST 800 MILES OF FLIGHT FASTEST OF OVERSEAS TRIP

Commander Scott discusses time and observations made at various stages.

LIGHTS MADE NEW YORK LOOK LIKE A FAIRYLAND

Upward faces on Broadway resented thousands of white dots.

EXPERIENCE THE LOW CLOUDS

Expenses have been incurred.

LONDON.

The London experience of clouds.

FIRST 800 MILES OF FLIGHT FASTEST OF OVERSEAS TRIP

Commander Scott discusses time and observations made at various stages.

VOYAGE OF R-34 PROVES WIRELESS POSSIBILITIES

Airship sends out wireless signals.

WORLD WAR INCIDENT

The world war incident.

RAILWAYS

The railways have been increased.

ROBERTS HAIRINA FALLS

Roberts in头发 fallen.

WILLIAM WALTERS FALLS

William Walters falls.

R-34 EASIER RIDING THAN PULLMAN TRAIN

SAYS THIS AMERICAN

Colonel Homley predicts air travel will soon be popular method.

Answered

Returning voices.

AIRSHIP WELCOMED BY GREAT THROING AT PULHAM HANGAR

Anchors at field at 6:30 o'clock on Sunday morning.

RETURN VOYAGE WITHOUT INCIDENT, STATES SCOTT

Damaged engine breaks down, delaying progress slightly in last stages of trip.

WEATHER

Cloudless.

FORTUNE

The fortune.

PRUESSIA

The prussia.
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